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Steel Casting8. 

A method has recently been devised by 
which wrought iron can be melted, and pour
ed into molds, producing castings which re
tain all the toughness and q\lalities belong
ing to wr&ught iron. Scrap or wrought iron 
may bo employed, or bars or plates cut into 
small pieces, these being melted in crucibles 
such as are used for melting blistered steel. 
To a charge suitable in amount to the cruci
ble, one-half of one per cent. of charcoal, (by 
weight,) one per cent. of manganese, and one 
of red ammonia are added. The whole is 
covered from the .ll.tmosphere and melted in a 
temperature of about fifteen hundred degrees 
Fahrenheit, which temperature is maintained 
for three hours. The metal is then poured in
to molds. The iron thus cast is so malleable 
as to be capable of being treated under the 
hammer in the forge, and thus part of the 
iron may be shaped in molds and part com
pletefl by fr!"gin��t pro<1udn� cr'nn', 811tltI 
work. 

[The above is copied from an exchange, 
.. nd we consider it a good recipe for convert
ing wrought iron into cast steel. Any one 
who may try the experiment will find it to 
produce a good result. Let them smelt all 
the given iugredients in a crucible, skim off 
the scoria, and pour out the metal into ingot 
molds, and they will find very good cast steel. 

•••• 
Russia Sbeet Iron. 

It is a popular notion that the process of 
manufacturing the tenacious aud glossy" Rus
sia sheet iron" is a profound secret and that 
the vigilance of the Russian government and 
the Russian manufacturers has hitherto suc
cessfully prevented all foreigners from obtain
ing the slightest information on the subject. 
The present Commissioner of Patents, in his 
last report, also alludes to the manufacture 
of this article as one of the great unsolved 
problems in science, which the industrial in
terests of the country require should be QX
plained. 

Mr. Wells, in his recent work, "Principles 
and Applications of Chemistry," states that 
this current belief has no foundation in fact. 
and that the method of preparing the iron i� 
question is perfectly well known. According 
to the authority quoted, " Russia sheet iron is, 
in the first instance, a very pure !lrticle render
ed exceedingly tough and flexible by refining 
and annealing. Its bright, glossy surface is 
partially a silicate, and partially oxyd of iron, 
and is produced by passing the hot sheet, 
moistened with a solution of wood-ashes, 
through polished steel rollers." 

Another mythical bubble is thus punctured, 
and the wonderful story of guarded founderies 
and ever-watchful officials, as connected with 
Russia sheet iron, will take rank with the ac
count of" Symmes Hole," and the barnicles 
which tum to Solon geese.-Exchange. 
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HENDRICKX'S GAS APPARATUS. 

There is little doubt that gas, as supplied 
to consumers in our large cities in charged a 
most unwarrantable and extravagant price, 
and very often the quality is not the best. 
Many methods have been adopted to lower 
this price, but in most instances have proved 
unsncc�s�ful, and t.ha only w".) nOw left is fOl' 
sneh as h"ve large honses, hotels, public 
buildings, &c., to make their own gas, and 
prove to the gas companies their independence. 
In the country, where no gas-works are erect
ed, the ever-dangerous "burning fluid" is 
used a� an illuminating material, and the re
sults, in the -form of accidents and loss of life, 
we read in every newspaper. The most safe, 
cleanly, and cheap illuminating agent has 
been unquestionably proved to be coal or 
other gas, the former being most easily manu
factured, and the raw material generally at 
hand. Many individuals would willingly fit 
up a private gas-works, but they have not, in 
the first instance, the room to spare in their 
garden or grounds, and sec0ndly, few feel in
clined to go to the expense of putting up gas
works for their own private use. 

In order to enable ewry family to make 
their own gas, A. Hendrickx, of this city, has 
invented the arrangement that forms the sub
ject of our illustration. It is a combination 
of a cooking range and a gas apparatus, so 
that the waste heat from the range can be 
made to aid in the generation of gas, and the 
coke produced in the retort will, in a great 
measure, supply the fuel for cooking. The 
perspective view of the apparatus above may 
be easily understood. 

A is a cooking range, having on its top 
plate the openings, b, for pots and pans, an 
oven, c, and fire door, a. Thiscookingfire is 
connected by a flue, K, with the chimney, L, 
so that it is perfectly independent of the re
tort, and can be used alone when it is not 
requisite to make gas, the retort being placed 
through the back of the range on the oppo
site side of the oven, and its fire door is seen 
at b'. The flue of the retort fire ii indicated 
by J, and communication can be opened be
tween it and L by the damper, f, which en
ables only one or both fires to be lighted and 
used. 

As it is supposed that this apparatus will 

have to be attended to by <lomestics who are gets off the dirt and smooths her coat just a8 
not used to manage such contrivances, it has the ostler cleans and smooths the horse'S coat 
been mane as simple as possible; and in the with the curryoomb. Her head she cannot 
pipe which conducts the gas from the retort get at with her tQngue, and so she has to make 
to the condensers there is a safety valve, B, her fOl'9-paw8 ILI\8WM' the purpOie instead. 
(on which th"rl' \8 a�?�c;al putent) ti,e use of! There is one bird thnt lives chiefly on 
whteh ) .. endor, �xl'ludoll almost impossible; oysters. It has a bill, therefore, with. which is 
and no matter how careless the attendant opens an oyster as skillfully as an oysterman 
may be, the retort being once filled with coal, can with his oyster knife. 
the door closed, and the fire attended to, the Some birds can sew very well with their 
apparatus will continue to work with safety bills and feet. There is one bird that sews 80 
and perfection as long as there is any gas in well that it is called the tailor bird. Its neat 
the coal, as, shonld the gas be generated so is hid in leaves which it sews together. It 

I 
quickly as to produce a dangerous pressure in does this with a thread which it makes itself. 
the retort, it will elevate the safety valve- It gets cotton from the cotton plant, and with 
which is simply an inverted cup over a pipe, its long, delicate bill and little feet, spins it 
and surrounded by water-and pass quietly into a fine thread. It then pierces the holes 
into the air, without any dangerous results. through the leaves with its bill, and passing 
The gas passes from the retort through pipe, tJ�e thread through the holes, sewS them to
C, into the condenser and cooler, D, where it gether. We believe that in getting the thread 
parts with its tarry matters and other impllri- through the holes, it uses both its bill and feet. 
ties, and from that it passes by pipe, E, into • • e •• 

another purifier, where the sulphur is sepa- Novel Experiment in Ship Bulldln •• 

rated, and the gas thoroughly claansed by a The Boston JOU''nal describes a steamer 

special composition adapted to this apparatus. which is now being built at East Boston, and 

This gas is finally led through pipe, G, into is to be propelled in a novel manner. She is 

the gasometer, H, placed between the posts, I, built as an experiment, the inventor being 

which is an india rubber b3g of any suitable furnished with the necessary funds by some of 

size, and which is provided with a flat top, e, the leading shipbuilders of Boston. The hull 

that can be weighted to force the gas to the is fifty-two feet long, and thirteen feet wide at 

burners with any desired pressure. the stern, and tapers gradually at the bow, 

We have seen one of thesa combination which is very sharp. She is five feet deep. 

cooking ranges and gas generators at work, 
and were highly pleased at its economic re
sults. It is free from the many objections 
which are raised against rosin and rosin oil 
apparatus, and it is every way adapted to 
supply large or small houses with that most 
necessary of all blessings-light. 

The patents are dated April 27th, July 
27th, and August 3d, 1858. Any further in
formation as to cost, agencies, &c., can be 
obtained by addressing Hendrickx Brothers, 
Gas Generating and Cooking Range Co., No. 
512 Broadway, New York. 

• ·e·· 
Animal Curiosities. 

The tongue of a cat is a singular instru
ment. It is her currycomb. For this purpose 
it is rough, as you will find it if you feel it. 
When she cleans herself so industriously, she 

On deck she will have a cabin 19 feet long. 
She will be worked by an engine of 12-horse 
power, to which will be attached two propel
lers-one at the stern, three feet in diameter, 
to work in the water, and one at the stem, 
eight feet in diameter, to work in tha air. 
The air propeller is attached to a shaft which 
connects with the engine and the water pro
peller at the stem. It is supported by a post 
at the stem. Both propellers will be worked 
by steam. The smoke pipe will lie horizontally 
on the deck. The inventor is confident that 
by this arrangement he can easily get 25 to 
30 miles an hour speed out of this craft. 

. ·e· . 
The South Carolina Blue P..idge Railroad 

has a summit of 2,151 feet, passed by a tun
nel 5,562 feet long, and approached by gra
dients of 1 in 75. 
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